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ABSTRACT 

 

Herbert Howells (1892-1983), an English composer, was an influential teacher 

and composer. He wrote in many genres including orchestral works, string quartets, and 

sacred and secular choral works. As Howells matured into his final compositional period 

(1945-1983) his style coalesced. Modal inflections were more prevalent, dissonance was 

harsher with fewer releases of tension, and rhythmic language was increasingly more 

complex. The four part-songs, Walking in the Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), 

Inheritance (1953), and The Summer is Coming (1964), represent Howells’ compositional 

approach in his secular output from this time period, and, through study of the sacred 

motet Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing (1964), it is evident that the melodic, harmonic, 

and rhythmic complexities found in his sacred works pervade the secular works as well. 

This document provides in-depth analysis of the four part-songs mentioned above, while 

paying special attention to specific melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic characteristics found 

in his sacred music from the same time period. 
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CHAPTER 1.  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Brief Biography 

Herbert Howells, born in 1892 in the small town of Lydney, Gloucestershire, was 

profoundly influenced by the beauty of the countryside around him and the modal 

sonorities of his homeland. As a child, his musical aptitude was encouraged. He took 

piano lessons with Dr. Herbert Brewer, organist at Gloucester Cathedral, and began 

composing at an early age. His earliest works were influenced by Mendelssohn, Parry 

and Elgar.1 

Howells began his formal music training in 1912 at the Royal College of Music 

with Charles V. Stanford and Charles Wood, who taught him composition and 

counterpoint, respectively. He immediately rose to the top of his class and became a 

favorite student of Stanford, who had a reputation for harsh criticism of his students’ 

work. Howells recalls, “He took to me personally – he used to refer to me as his ‘son in 

music’ – and this I think softened the blows when they did fall.”2 

Howells remembered Stanford’s kindness in submitting Howells’ first Piano 

Quartet to a publication of important works by leading British composers of the day, 

sponsored by the Carnegie Trust.  

[Stanford] wanted to submit a score of mine for inclusion in the series. He 

asked for my Piano Quartet; I brought it to him, he packed it up and 

posted it himself: and, to cut a long story short, mine was the only 

unknown name to appear in the first list of works published under the 

auspices of the Carnegie Trust.3 

                                                 
1 Paul Spicer, Herbert Howells (Bridgend, Wales: Seren Books, 1998), 21. 
2 Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Study by Christopher Palmer (Borough Green, UK: 

Novello, 1978), 12. 
3 Ibid., 13. 
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After completing college in 1917 Howells became very ill with Grave’s Disease, 

and convalesced from 1917 to 1920. During this time the Carnegie Trust employed him 

to edit manuscripts from the Tudor era, which was to have a profound influence on his 

life and compositional style. Howells states, “all through my life I’ve had this strange 

feeling that I belonged somehow to the Tudor period – not only musically but in every 

way.”4 This period of recovery was one of Howells most productive periods, especially 

for composing chamber music, including the exquisite carol-anthems Here is the Little 

Door, A Spotless Rose, and Sing Lullaby. After two years of a newly-discovered radium 

treatment, Howells recovered and lived a long life of ninety years. 

In 1920, Herbert Howells married Dorothy Dawe with whom he had two children: 

Ursula, born in 1922, and Michael, born in 1926. Additionally, in 1920 Howells was 

invited to teach composition at the Royal College of Music, where he remained until the 

late 1970s. In the decade following his appointment at the Royal College of Music 

Howells devoted much of his time to teaching and adjudicating a new generation of 

musicians. Consequently, his own compositional output waned during this decade. 

 The death of his son Michael in 1935, at the age of nine, greatly affected 

Howells. Michael contracted spinal meningitis during a family vacation; the subsequent 

illness and death were sudden. Howells regularly recorded his remembrances of the boy 

in a diary, noting his birth and death dates, and recalling special events in Michael’s life. 

In October of 1936 he recorded the following entry in his diary, “During the night of 

Monday and Tues. [sic] I dreamed of Mick. He sat on my knee, looking well and happy, 

                                                 
4 Ibid., 11. 
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and was quietly affectionate. He said ‘I am not really gone from you. I am with you 

always’.”5 

As a measure of healing and comfort over the loss of his son, and at the 

recommendation of his young daughter Ursula, Howells composed Hymnus Paradisi, 

completing the piece in 1938. This intensely personal work remained a private document 

for twelve years until its first performance at the Gloucester Festival in 1950.6  

Following the successful first performance of Hymnus Paradisi, Howells was 

propelled to fame, with numerous international performances of the work. Commissions 

for other works followed, including the notable Missa Sabrinensis, composed for the 

Worcester Three Choirs Festival in 1954; Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing: A Motet in 

Memory of J.F. Kennedy, composed for the memorial service of President Kennedy in 

1963; and Stabat Mater, composed in 1965 for “The Bach Choir,” conducted by David 

Willcocks. Stabat Mater incited other commissions for chorus and organ by over thirty 

cathedrals and parish churches in the United Kingdom and the United States.7  

In 1943, Howells took a bet from Dean Milner-White, of King’s College, to write 

a Te Deum fit for King’s College for the price of one guinea. This composition, which 

came to be known as Collegium Regale, was one of Howells’ most well-known works, 

and was integral in the evolution of music of the Anglican Church.8 Following this 

composition, Howells wrote almost exclusively for the Anglican Church. That this work 

was of great importance was suggested by Howells’ biographer Paul Spicer, who 

commented as follows:  

                                                 
5 Spicer, 104. 
6 Ibid., 110. 
7 Jeffrey Richard Carter, “Herbert Howells’s Psalm Settings as Exemplars of Stylistic Change in 

his Sacred Music” (D.M.A. diss., University of Kansas, 2000), 20 
8 Spicer, 131. 
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Yes, he had written church music before, but the sheer volume of the work 

he undertook in this medium from this point until virtually the end of his 

life, marked him out as the greatest contributor to the music of the 

Anglican church this century.9 

 

Howells is especially remembered for his morning and evening canticles, of 

which there are far more than his other sacred choral compositions.10 Of these canticles, 

the Collegium Regale service (1944) – including a Te Deum and Jubilate, Magnificat and 

Nunc Dimittis, and the Office of the Holy Communion – is perhaps best known,11 

followed closely by St. Paul’s Service and Gloucester Service. Spicer notes that the 

Collegium Regale setting “change[d] the landscape of music for the Anglican church with 

his canon of settings of the evening canticles.”12 

Many honors and accolades came to Howells in this final period of his life (1945-

1983). In 1954 he was appointed King Edward VII Professor of Music at London 

University, and in 1953 he was commissioned to compose a work for the coronation of 

Queen Elizabeth II, to be included in the anthology A Garland for the Queen, for which 

he composed the part-song Inheritance. Two years later he was honored by the Queen as 

a Commander in the Order of the British Empire. In 1958, following the death of Ralph 

Vaughan Williams, Howells was awarded the John Collard Life Fellowship, which 

Vaughan Williams had held until his death. Howells also received an honorary Doctor of 

Music from Cambridge, and honorary fellowships from St. Johns College, Cambridge, 

and the Royal School of Church Music.13 

                                                 
9 Spicer, 134. 
10 Peter John Hodgson, “The Music of Herbert Howells” (Ph.D. diss., University of Colorado, 

1971), 41. Howells wrote 45 morning and evening canticles. 
11 Palmer, “Herbert Howells,” 79.  
12 Spicer, 21. 
13 Robert Spearing, H.H.: A Tribute to Herbert Howells (Great Britain: Triad Press, 1972), 18;  
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Howells lived a long, full life, and died in 1983 at the age of ninety. He was 

respected and revered by his students, friends and country, and his music has left a lasting 

impression on many who have heard it. 

 

 

Justification for Study 

In the past fifty years, interest in Herbert Howells’ music has increased, and 

researchers have studied and documented his life and many of his works. Two 

biographies by Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Study by Christopher Palmer and 

Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration, as well as Paul Spicer’s book Herbert 

Howells thoroughly document Howells’ life. 14  

Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration, written with assistance from 

Howells’ daughter Ursula, contains entries from Howells’ diary, his writings on other 

composers and events, his journals of his own works, and a full discography. Containing 

much primary source material, it provides insight into the composer’s life and beliefs, 

though it offers little in-depth analysis of the music. Similarly, Christopher Palmer’s two 

biographies mostly cover biographical information, rather than offering discussion of the 

music. The music is addressed in broad generic terms, rather than with specific analytical 

information. Only larger works sparked by major events in the composer’s life, such as 

Hymnus Paradisi, are discussed, with little or no reference to Howells’ smaller works. 

Several dissertations have been written on Howells’ music. Peter Hodgson 

catalogued Howells’ oeuvre in 1971 with the composer’s help, and documented stylistic 

                                                 
14 Palmer, Herbert Howells; Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration 

(London: Thames Publishing, 1992); Spicer. 
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features found in Howells’ music.15 In 1996 Jeffrey Wilson discussed music in England 

since the fifteenth century, the English musical renaissance of 1880,16 and placed 

Howells’ music within that renaissance. He followed with an analysis of each of 

Howells’ anthems.17 Edgar Ferlazzo, in his dissertation entitled “The Shorter Sacred 

Choral Works of Herbert Norman Howells,” included an analysis of the eighteen 

Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis settings, eight Te Deums, one Evening Service, and one 

Communion Service; fifty-three anthems and motets; and eleven hymn tunes.18 Jeffrey 

Carter posited three compositional periods in Howells’ output, which correspond to 

events in the composer’s life, and he clarified these periods through analysis of ten psalm 

settings.19 Martin Ward analyzed five contrasting works, focusing on particular 

characteristics of Howells’ compositional style that developed over his lifetime. These 

works include choral and orchestral genres, giving researchers insight into harmonic, 

rhythmic, and melodic features inherent in Howells’ compositions.20 Robert Istad 

documented the connection between the Requiem and Hymnus Paradisi.21 In addition, 

Kim Childs examined the origin of the Stabat Mater text, and provided a thorough 

analysis of Howells’ setting.22  

                                                 
15 Hodgson, 41. Howells wrote forty-five morning and evening canticles. 
16 Wilson includes a quote from Howells, stating that 1880 is “the year of renaissance in English 

Music.” Wilson, 55.  
17 Jeffrey Shawn Wilson, “The Anthems of Herbert Howells (1892-1983)” (D.M.A. diss., 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1996). 
18 Edgar L Ferlazzo, “The Shorter Sacred Choral Works of Herbert Norman Howells” (D.M.A. 

diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1997). 
19 Carter, “ Psalm Settings.” 
20 Martin John Ward, “Analysis of Five Works by Herbert Howells, With Reference to Features of 

the Composer’s Style” (Ph.M.  diss., The University of Birmingham, 2005). 
21 Robert Michael Istad, “Herbert Howells’ Requiem and Hymnus Paradisi: Works of 

Interconnected Genesis and Development” (D.M.A. diss., University of Southern California, 2006). 
22 Kim J. Childs, “The ‘Stabat Mater’ of Herbert Howells: The Agony and the Ectasy” (D.M.A. 

diss., University of North Texas, 2006). 
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Many articles focus on Howells’ place in the English musical renaissance, 

specific compositions, and his association with the Three Choirs Festival as a composer 

and clinician. In 1954 Gerald Finzi wrote an engaging article summarizing Howells’ 

works up to and including Hymnus Paradisi, and articulated that he expected “splendid 

things ahead.”23 

When Howells’ part-songs are mentioned in the scholarly literature, they tend to 

be contextualized within his oeuvre, or associated with another more well-known work. 

For example, the part-song Inheritance is not referenced except in association with the 

anthology A Garland for the Queen. No in-depth study regarding the form, stylistic 

features, or similarities to Howells’ other choral music has been published.  

The purpose of this study is to analyze Howells’ four final part-songs, Walking in 

the Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), and The Summer is Coming 

(1964), all of which were composed within a fourteen-year span. These four part-songs 

have been chosen for the following three reasons: all fall within his latter compositional 

period (1945-1983), all are scored for mixed voices, unlike the majority of his part-song 

settings, and researchers have yet to fully investigate them. This study will contribute to 

the growing body of research on Howells’ music, and will contextualize these four part-

songs alongside his sacred choral music from this final compositional period. 

 

 

Statement of Primary Thesis 

I will demonstrate that the characteristic melodic construction, harmonic 

language, and rhythmic complexities evinced in four late, secular part-songs by Herbert 

                                                 
23 Gerald Finzi, “Herbert Howells,” The Musical Times 95 (1954) : 180-3. 
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Howells, Walking in the Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), and The 

Summer is Coming (1964), also appear in contemporaneous sacred choral works written 

by the composer.  

 

 

Methodology 

This study commences with a discussion of Howells’ treatment of melody, 

harmony, and rhythm during the period when he composed the four part-songs (1945-

1983). Melodic features include chant-like melodies, elided phrase endings, and 

melismas on important syllables. Harmonic traits include modality, major and minor 

seconds used in adjacent voice parts, and extended tertian sonorities. Rhythmic aspects 

include changing meters, metrical accents that follow the flow of text, and complex 

subdivisions of the beat.  

To better place the stylistic traits of these four secular part-songs within the 

broader context of his sacred oeuvre, the second chapter also includes an analysis of the 

motet Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing (1963). Chapter Three contains an overview of 

Howells’ part-songs, their voicings and their text sources. Chapters Four through Seven 

comprise a thorough analysis of the four part-songs selected for this study, Walking in the 

Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), and The Summer is Coming (1964). 

The study of these four part-songs will provide a greater understanding of Howells’ late 

compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 2.  

SALIENT STYLE FEATURES AS SEEN IN 

TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

 

Researchers have documented the increasing complexity of Howells’ 

compositional style over his lifetime. Most distinguish two periods of heightened 

compositional activity, 1914-1924 and 1938-1968.24 Carter, however, posits the 

following three periods in the composer’s life: Childhood Years (1912-1935) during 

which he wrote the majority of his orchestral pieces; Years of Darkness (1935-1945) 

including the time of his son’s death until the end of World War II; and Years of Glory 

(1945-1983) marked by Howells’s emergence as the premier church composer in 

England in the last decades of his life.25  

Carter identifies 1945 as a significant year for the following three reasons: (1) 

after this date Howells began composing less for orchestra and solo voice, and more for 

chorus, especially music for the Anglican church; (2) his music increased in rhythmic and 

metrical complexity; and (3) his increased acclaim and fame resulted in commissions that 

directed his attention toward the church.26 In this study I will consider the years 1945-

1983 as the mature compositional period in Howells’ life. 

Several trends have been documented in Howell’s mature compositional style. 

Carter writes the following about this late style: 

Commentators agree on several key points: modality predominates over 

major/minor tonality, melody often sounds like plainchant, metrical 

accents scrupulously follow the flow of the text, cross-relations abound, 

and moods frequently are elegiac or ecstatic.27 

                                                 
24 Hodgson, 38.  
25 Carter, 5-19. 
26 Ibid., 96. 
27 Ibid., 30. 
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In addition, elided phrase endings, irregular phrase lengths, melismas emphasizing 

important syllables, extended tertian sonorities, complex subdivisions of the beat, and 

changing meters characterize Howells’ music from his late compositional period.28  

 

 

Take Him Earth, for Cherishing 

The motet Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing (1964) was written for the occasion of 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy’s memorial service in 1964 and dedicated “To the honoured 

memory of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President of the United States of America.”29 

Howells chose a text written by the ancient poet Prudentius (AD 348-413) and translated 

by Helen Waddell (1889-1965).30 Howells wrote the following about the motet: 

Within the year following the tragic death of President Kennedy in Texas 

plans were made for a dual American-Canadian Memorial Service to be 

held in Washington. I was asked to compose an a capella work for the 

commemoration. The text was mine to choose, Biblical or other. Choice 

was settled when I recalled a poem by Prudentius (AD 348-413)…I turned 

to Helen Waddell’s faultless translation: 

 

Take him, Earth, for cherishing, 

To thy tender breast receive him. 

Body of a man I bring thee, 

Noble even in its ruin.31 

 

Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing is scored for SATB chorus, in “texture variably 

4- to 8-part.”32 Howells writes that the structure of the piece is formally ABA,33 and that 

                                                 
28 This documentation comes primarily from three theses that trace the development of Howells’ 

anthems, psalm settings, and short sacred choral works, providing specific stylistic traits in each of 

Howells’ compositional periods: Wilson, “Anthems;” Carter, “Psalm Settings;” and Ferlazzo, “Shorter 

Sacred Choral Works.” 
29 Herbert Howells, Take Him, Earth, For Cherishing, (Melville, New York: H.W. Gray, 1964), 1. 
30 Helen Waddell, Mediaeval Latin Lyrics (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1929), 45-6. 
31 Palmer, Centenary Celebration, 447. 
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the tonality is anchored in B in the first and last sections, but “admits chromatic phases” 

at certain points in the text.34 He also mentions that the final section is “a near-funeral 

march, tethered again to B, but in the more consoling major mode.”35   

Within the three large formal sections (A mm. 1-36, B mm. 37-85, and C mm. 86-

129), this through-composed motet contains smaller sub-sections, which are divided 

according to stanzas of text. 36 In the A section, written in B minor, the opening stanza is 

set with alto, tenor, and bass singing homophonically. The second stanza is set as a canon 

with soprano and tenor in unison one beat apart from alto and bass in unison. The third 

stanza contains all four voices in mostly homophonic texture. At the closing of the A 

section, altos repeat the first verse of text “Take him, earth, for cherishing,” which creates 

unity within the section.  

Section B begins at measure 37, and includes stanzas four through seven, three of 

which are set with all voices in elided fashion. Stanza five contains a free soprano melody 

over a sustained harmony in the other three voice parts, which are repeating phrases of 

text from the first stanza. Unlike Section A, which stays rooted in B minor, section B 

explores the key areas of D minor, A minor, B-flat minor, and C-sharp minor.  

Section A
1
 begins at measure 86 with all voices singing in a mostly homophonic 

texture on the eighth stanza. Howells then ends the piece with a restatement of the first 

stanza of text and composes a similar melody to stanza one from Section A, but in B 

major and with altered rhythmic content. He creates poetic symmetry with the repetition 

                                                                                                                                                 
32 Palmer, Centenary Celebration, 448. 
33 The author considers this piece ABA

1
. 

34 Ibid., 448. 
35 Ibid., 448. 
36A verse signifies a single line of poetry and a stanza represents multiple verses, or a section of 

the poetry. 
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of the first stanza, and also by repeating the first verse, “Take him, earth, for cherishing,” 

as the final line of text. Figure 2.1 delineates the formal sections of the motet.37 

 

 

Section Stanza Measure 

Number 

Tonal 

Center 

Voice 

Part 

Texture 

A 1 1 B minor ATB Homophonic 

A 2 10 B minor ST;AB ST unison, AB unison 

In canon one beat apart  

A 3 19 B minor SATB Homophonic 

B 4 37 D minor SATB Elided text phrases 

B 5 51 A minor S;ATB S free melody verse over sustained 

chordal harmony in ATB on text 

from the first stanza 

B 6 58 B-flat 

minor 

SATB Elided text phrases 

B 7 67 C-sharp 

minor 

SATB Elided text phrases 

A
1
 8 86 B major SATB Homophonic 

A
1
 1 100 B major SAT;B Homophonic, similar melodic 

contour to first stanza, B pedal tone 

 

Figure 2.1, Formal Sections, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing. 

 

 

The following paragraphs examine Howells’ handling of melody, harmony, and 

rhythm in Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing. 

 

 

                                                 
37 See also Wilson’s diagram of Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing’s in “The Anthems of Herbert 

Howells” (1892-1983), 259. 
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Melody 

Howells’ melodic writing contains three identifiable aspects. In previous research 

on Howells’ music, the term “chant-like” and “plainchant” are often used to describe the 

melodic line. Carter writes, “Commentators agree on several key points: …melody often 

sounds like plainchant.”38  Howells often writes a melodic contour similar to chant, 

which also matches his concept of the poetic idea being expressed at the time. His 

melodies frequently contain step-wise motion, with wide leaps reserved for dramatic 

moments or to highlight an important word. A typical Howells contour is created by these 

chant-like characteristics, along with the use of chromaticism, absence of barlines,39 and 

a slow ascent to the highest pitch. Howells inserts the same melodic contours into other 

non-melody voice parts as well, demonstrating a horizontal compositional approach. 

Howells opens Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing with a unison melody in B minor, 

sung by altos, tenors, and basses, that Martin Ward describes as “chant-like” (Example 

2.1).40 Wilson notes, “At the beginning of the work the mysterious chant-like theme 

beautifully depicts the subdued tone of Prudentius’s poem.”41  

 

                                                 
38 Carter, 30. 
39 Absence of barlines is seen in the opening soprano passage of The Summer is Coming. 
40 Ward, 107. 
41 Wilson, 259. 
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Musical Example 2.1, Chant-like Melody, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 1-9. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 
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The opening melody is restated in measure ten by altos and basses in unison on 

the second stanza of text (Example 2.2). Sopranos and tenors accompany the melody with 

a unison descant, which begins one beat after altos and basses. 

 

 

Musical Example 2.2, Melodic Restatement, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing;  

mm. 10-13. 

 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

The final statement of the opening melody occurs in the A
1
 section, beginning in 

measure 100 (Example 2.3). Howells rhythmically alters the melodic material, and also 
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sets the bass apart with a B pedal tone on displaced text,42 obscuring the distinct 

homophony of Section A. 

 

 

                                                 
42 The term “displaced text” will be used when the text of one voice is rhythmically offset from another 

voice. 
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Musical Example 2.3, Final Melodic Statement, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing;  

mm. 100-108. 

 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 
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The second melodic characteristic of Howells is elided text phrases, which often 

result in irregular musical phrase lengths. Howells usually achieves elisions with the 

technique of text displacement; he lengthens or shortens text phrases in one or two voice 

parts by displacing, omitting, or repeating text. Consequently, voice parts rarely cadence 

together until the end of a large formal section, and there are few points of rest within 

each section. Wilson notes: “Musical gestures seem to be ever reaching to new climactic 

heights and phrase endings (as well as climaxes of the individual lines) often overlap one 

another.”43 This creates a constant forward motion, and makes internal resting points 

more powerful when they occur.44 

Measures 58-61 demonstrate text displacement (Example 2.4). In this example, 

Howells begins the verse “Scatter dust was nerve and sinew” at three separate points 

within three measures.45 He also omits the verse “Drifting through the empty sky” in 

sopranos, altos, and tenors, and omits the words “and idle” in sopranos and tenors. The 

following is the complete stanza: 

Not though wandering winds and idle,  

    Drifting through the empty sky,  

Scatter dust was nerve and sinew, 

    Is it given to man to die.46 

                                                 
43 Wilson, 130. 
44 The term “internal resting point” refers to the point when all voices sing one word together on a 

consonant chord. These points may be short, and are usually followed by a short rest. They are a moment of 

rest from the constant eliding of phrases that are prominent in Howells’ music. 
45 The bass voice sings “Scatter nerve and sinew” in measure 62. 
46 Waddell, 45. 
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Musical Example 2.4, Elided Text Phrases, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 58-61. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

Measures 33-36 illustrate the repetition of one verse of text after the other voices 

have cadenced (Example 2.5). All voice parts come to a cadential point in measure 33, 

after which the alto voice restates the text “Take him, earth, for cherishing.” Often the 

extended voice gives closure to a section by repeating melodic or textual content that 

unifies the piece. It is often followed by a double barline or key change to denote a clear 

cadential point.    
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Musical Example 2.5, Alto Melody, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 33-36. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

Measures 100-108, from Section A
1
, depict another instance of elision (Example 

2.3). The text in the bass voice is displaced from the other three voices, and is sustained 

through the internal pauses found in Section A. 

The third melodic trait of Howells’ is the use of melismas over important words 

or syllables in the text. Although Howells does not employ the use of traditional text 

painting, he emphasizes specific words or syllables to highlight dramatic textual 
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moments. Spicer makes the following comment, “Melismas are natural embellishments 

which allow us moments of ecstatic repose in the flow of the text.”47 

Howells uses melismas to emphasize important words in Take Him, Earth, for 

Cherishing. In measures 19-20 the word “Guard” from the phrase “Guard him well” is 

highlighted with a melisma in the soprano (Example 2.6). The first melisma in the piece 

is distinctive because the writing has been mostly syllabic up to this point. The melisma 

serves to highlight this important word in the text. This is a technique common in 

Howells’ later compositional style. 

 

 

                                                 
47 Spicer, 133. 
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Musical Example 2.6, Soprano Melisma, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 19-21. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

Harmony 

Early in his career, Howells became interested in modality, which researchers 

attribute to his awareness of English folk song and the early Tudor period.48 Howells 

often composes in a traditional mode or alters the mode, avoiding or changing certain 

                                                 
48 Carter, 26. 
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pitches to create his own unique quasi-modal harmonic idiom.49 He creates harmonic 

complexity by juxtaposing multiple scales, and also by writing a melody in one key 

against a sustained harmony in another key. Howells also vacillates between major keys 

and their relative minors, creating the impression of modality.  

The opening melody of Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing, written in B minor, 

demonstrates two of these techniques (Example 2.1). The motet begins with a unison 

melody which appears in the first four measures to be D pentatonic, yet becomes a six-

note scale with the appearance of C-sharp in measure 5.50 Howells omits G, the sixth 

scale degree, which contributes to the pentatonic effect. Due to the prominence of the D 

pitch (the first note in measures one and three), and the resting points on F-sharp, the 

melody would at some points be analyzed in D major; however Howells clearly ends on a 

B, establishing B minor. This alternation between D major and B minor creates a modal 

feel. 

Measures 51-57 reveal another example of Howells’ harmonic language 

(Example 2.7). In measure 51 the alto, tenor, and bass voices sustain an A minor chord, 

while the soprano semi-chorus sings a free melody above it. The melody includes D-

sharp, and omits F-sharp, raising the fourth scale degree and omitting the sixth, 

respectively. The descending soprano line beginning in measure 52 sounds distinctly like 

an E harmonic minor scale, which adds to the harmonic ambiguity.  

 

                                                 
49Ward defines “Howells’ Scale” as a major scale with an augmented fourth and flattened seventh 

scale degrees. He writes the following, “It is clearly an unusual amalgam of the Lydian mode and any one 

of four modes that contain a gap of a tone between the leading note and final.” He also mentiones that 

Howells’ scale is hexatonic, as Howells does not establish a sixth scale degree. Ward, “Analysis of Five 

Works,” 13-14. 
50 Ward, 107. 
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Musical Example 2.7, Harmony, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 51-57. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 
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In measure 55 the tenor voice has the melody, as indicated by the “expressive” 

direction and the dynamic marking of mezzo forte. In measure 57 the tenors sing an E 

harmonic minor melody, including an E-flat, the enharmonic raised-seventh scale degree. 

Simultaneously, sopranos repeat the melody from measure 51, beginning on C, and 

including F-sharp, the raised fourth scale degree of C. Howells adds layers of harmonic 

complexity throughout these measures (Example 2.7) with his use of varied scales and 

altered pitches, and his use of bass pedal tone on A for harmonic stability. 

Howells’ use of dissonance increased during his mature compositional period. 

The second harmonic concept that will be discussed is major- and minor-second 

sonorities. Howells often composes chords that include simultaneous seconds in adjacent 

voice parts, which are approached by an ascending or descending leap. In measure 56 the 

soprano voice leaps down an augmented fourth to a C in beat two, while the first alto 

voice and the tenors simultaneously leap up a fifth to a B (Example 2.7). In this example, 

the skip of a fourth or more to a resultant minor second creates a jarring dissonance.  

Howells tends to compose modal counterpoint in a horizontal fashion, so that 

each line contains a melodic contour. This creates harmonic complexity in the form of 

extended tertian sonorities, which is the final harmonic concept that will be discussed. 

Howells often ends phrases or sections with complex harmonic progressions including 

seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords. He also emphasizes dissonance by placing 

the seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth scale degrees in the bass voice. Measure 19 of 

Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing demonstrates this dissonance with a sudden shift from B 

major in beat two to a C-sharp eleven chord in beat three, which includes the pitches C, 

D, E, F-sharp, G, and A-sharp (Example 2.6). The dissonance is emphasized by the E 
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pitch in the bass voice, which acts as the root of the chord. This particular extended chord 

is a passing chord, due to the fact that all voices – except for the soprano melody – return 

to the original B Major chord, yet it still creates a surprising and complex harmonic 

progression.  

Not only does Howells create dissonance in the above ways, but he also creates 

moments of rest in the form of consonant chords that follow extremely dissonant 

passages. Often when an internal cadence is reached, regardless of what came before, 

there is a moment of rhythmic and harmonic rest on a consonant chord. 

 

 

Rhythm 

The first rhythmic approach that will be examined is one Howells employed 

particularly in his later years: metrical accents that follow the natural speech-like flow of 

the text. Spicer writes the following about Howells’ text setting, “What one sees most is 

Howells’s [sic] sensitivity to language, and his thoughtful approach to the syllabic 

stresses in the text. Everything is worked out so that the words can be sung almost as if 

they were spoken, without losing any of their natural flow.”51 

The first way in which Howells facilitates natural text is with frequently shifting 

meters. Measures 109-114 of Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing demonstrate this 

characteristic (Example 2.8). The meter shifts are in service of accommodating natural 

speech rhythms of the text so that every important syllable, such as “Body,” “man,” 

“bring,” and “ruin,” occurs on a downbeat, or in the example of measure 109, beat two 

when all voices enter. Throughout the motet the meters 4/4 and 3/4 are used most often 

                                                 
51 Spicer, 133. 
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and 2/4, 3/2, 3/8, 5/8, and 7/8 are used less often. These shifts occur throughout the part-

songs without regularity or symmetry, but rather to accommodate textual stress.  

 

 

Musical Example 2.8, Meter Shifts, Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing; mm. 109-114. 

 
 

 
TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

The second way Howells clarifies textual accents is by displacing text so that 

important words are highlighted. Measures 58-61 demonstrate this technique (Example 
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2.4). The word “wandering” from the phrase “Not though wandering winds” is set with a 

different rhythm in each of the voice parts, but is clearly understood due to rhythmically 

paired voices (soprano and tenor vs. alto and bass), and placement on strong beats. These 

aspects work together to create textual clarity in the middle of a complex textural 

passage. The text in Howells’ music is easy to understand, even when set with different 

rhythms in each voice. 

Another component of textual clarity in Howells’ music is the layering of 

different rhythms, which can result in a complex rhythmic texture, the third rhythmic idea 

that will be discussed. This complexity is created in part by Howells’ horizontal 

compositional style, in which each voice is singing an individual melody. These 

melodies, when stacked, create an intricate texture. Measures 58-61 illustrate that each 

voice part contains a different rhythmic subdivision, creating a complex overall texture, 

and yet the text is easily understood (Example 2.4). In these measures, altos and basses 

sing a similar rhythm while tenors and sopranos sing with longer note values. Howells 

weaves a complex rhythmic fabric, using a dotted eighth-note and sixteenth-note figure in 

the bass against an eighth- and quarter-note syncopation in the alto (measure 59), against 

sustained pitches of quarter- and half-notes in the soprano and tenor parts. 

In conclusion Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing is a characteristic example of 

Howells’ late compositional style. In this motet we see melodic characteristics such as 

chant-like melodies, elided phrases, and melismas. Howells’ harmonic language includes 

quasi-modal scales, chords which include close intervals of seconds, and extended tertian 

sonorities. He creates rhythmic complexity with his use of meter shifts and a complex 

texture as a result of different rhythmic divisions of the beat in each voice part.  
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Take Him, Earth, for Cherishing is a characteristic example of Howells’ late 

compositional style. In subsequent chapters, Howells’ final four secular part-songs will 

be analyzed using the same characteristics, and will be found to also contain these 

common elements of Howells’ late compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

PART-SONGS OVERVIEW 

 

A part-song, as defined by The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, is “an 

unaccompanied secular choral work of relatively modest length.”52 The increase in the 

number of amateur choral societies in the nineteenth century spurred the composition of 

this choral genre, to which composers such as Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Brahms 

contributed. Of Howells’ 59 part-songs, only eight are arranged for mixed chorus. All 

others are for unison, female, or male chorus, plus one written as a round for three voices 

(The History of an Afternoon).  

Howells chose a wide variety of poets and texts for his part-songs, including 

William Shakespeare, John Dowland, Robert Wever, Christina Rossetti and others. It is 

interesting to note, however, that Howells chose the poetry of contemporaneous poets for 

these final four part-songs: John Buxton (1912-1989), Walter de la Mare (1873-1956), 

and Bryan Guiness (1905-1992). Researchers have commented on Howells’ relationship 

with de la Mare, the poet of The Scribe and Inheritance. De la Mare was Howells’ close 

friend, and one to whom he repeatedly turned for his texts. Spicer writes the following 

about their friendship, 

De la Mare and Howells spoke the same language, both had Celtic 

backgrounds, and both responded to things numinous in a quite uncanny 

way. Here too was a poet who . . . not only understood the need for 

composers to set words to music, but positively encouraged it.53 

 

                                                 
52 Don Michael Randel, ed., The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge: The Belknap 

Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), 610. 
53 Spicer, 67. 
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Paul Andrews’ compilation of all Howells’ known compositions is included as an 

appendix to Palmer’s Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration.54 From this list, it is 

clear that Howells did not compose as many secular part-songs as sacred choral works, 

but his output in this genre is still considerable and includes works for unison, female, 

male, and mixed choruses, with or without piano accompaniment.55 

Howells composed eighteen part-songs for unison voices and piano, which span 

the years 1922-1958. They are shorter compositions, and do not include separate 

movements.  

Howells wrote twenty-two part-songs for female chorus, of which nineteen are 

scored for two-part female chorus and piano. Three of the eighteen are unaccompanied 

and contain multiple movements, To the Owl (1909), Five Part-Songs, op. 11 (1915-17), 

and Three Songs, op. 24 (1917). Howells only wrote one part-song for male voices, Five 

Part-Songs, op. 5 (1914). It includes five movements and is unaccompanied. 

Eight part-songs were written for mixed voices. The first four, written 1915-1923, 

fall within Howells first compositional time period. The four final part-songs, composed 

within fourteen years of one another, 1950-1964, clearly fall into Howells’ final 

compositional period.  

In this study I will focus on Howells’ four final part-songs, Walking in the Snow 

(1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), and The Summer is Coming (1964). These 

part-songs are representative examples of Howells’ late compositional style, as will be 

proven in the following chapters. 

                                                 
54 Palmer, Centenary Celebration, 453. Secular Part-songs begin on page 477. 
55 See Appendix B for a full listing of the part-songs, categorized by voicing. 
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CHAPTER 4.  

WALKING IN THE SNOW 

 

The text for Walking in the Snow (1950) is drawn from two poems, Walking in the 

Snow and Oh! Let the Snowflakes Nestle, both written by John Buxton (1912-1989) while 

he was in German captivity in Norway during World War II.56 Howells, thinking that the 

two poems were one larger poem, set them together in this work.57  

Walking in the Snow is scored for SATB chorus, and each voice part splits often 

throughout the fifty-nine measures of the piece. There are three distinct sections, 

distinguished by the E Phrygian mode and the keys of B major and E minor, respectively. 

The following chart delineates the formal sections of Walking in the Snow. 

 

 

Section Measure 

Number 

Tonal 

Center 

Texture 

A 1 E Phrygian Begins with SA in canon with TB, then elided 

text phrases 

B 44 B major Mostly homophonic 

C 57 E minor Elided text phrases 

 

Figure 4.1, Formal Sections, Walking in the Snow. 

 

 

Walking in the Snow begins with a canon between sopranos and altos, who are 

then imitated by tenors and basses in measure two. After the short canon, the texture for 

the remainder of Section A consists of mostly elided phrases, with short sections of 

                                                 
56 John Buxton, Such Liberty (London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd, 1944).  
57 Palmer, Centenary Celebration, 188. 
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homophony between all voice parts. Section A closes with a restatement of the original 

melody in the tenor voice. Section B begins with an unanticipated B major chord, and 

contains mostly homophonic writing with few elided phrases. Section C begins on the 

eighth verse of the second poem, Oh! Let the Snowflakes Nestle, with an abrupt key 

change to E minor. The texture contains elided phrases, and a final cadential section with 

a series of cluster chords. The piece ends on an E minor chord with a 9-8 suspension.  

 

 

Melody 

Walking in the Snow opens with a distinct modal melody in E Phrygian, which 

begins angularly, and then descends stepwise throughout measures 3-5 (Example 4.1). 

The sopranos and altos sing a duet in thirds, before they are joined in canon by the tenors 

and basses in measure two, who sing the same melodic contour as the first two voices. 

Howells creates motivic unity in the piece by restating the opening melody three more 

times. 
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Musical Example 4.1, Chant-like Melody, Walking in the Snow; mm. 1-6. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

A unique example of the recurring opening melodic contour is the tenor voice in 

measure 39 (Example 4.2). The melody is not an exact replica of measures one through 

four, but the contour is distinctive enough to be associated with the opening melody. 
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Howells begins the melody on a C-sharp instead of a C-natural, and writes larger skips in 

this melody, making it more angular than the first melody. A G major-minor seven chord 

also is sustained in the soprano, alto, and bass voices. With G as the harmonic root, C-

sharp is a raised fourth scale degree, which is characteristic of Howells.  

 

 

Musical Example 4.2, Tenor Melody, Walking in the Snow; mm. 39-45. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 
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Measure 43 is the final measure of Section A. The tenor melody from measures 

39-43 on the words “I was in the far woods Walking in the snow” is the only repetition of 

text in the entire piece. Howells’ use of the opening melodic contour and text serves to 

clarify the conclusion of Section A. 

Howells uses elided text phrases throughout this part-song. He elides fourteen of 

the twenty-two verses in the first poem, and eleven of twelve verses in the second poem, 

resulting in very few internal cadences or resting points. Measures 1-6 show four verses, 

all elided to elongate each musical phrase length (Example 4.1). Musical phrases in 

Walking in the Snow include the elision of one to eight verses. This approach results in a 

feeling of forward propulsion, and makes the resting point on beat three of measure 5 

more pronounced.  

Measures 19-24 contain several elided phrases (Example 4.3). In measure 

nineteen the tenors and basses begin the phrase “Stirred in its lair” a half-beat before the 

altos and sopranos. In measure 21 the sopranos, tenors, and basses sustain “lair” while the 

altos begin the phrase, “There was no bright blossom,” which Howells omits in the other 

three voices. The text of the verse “No leaf or bud of green” is altered from the original 

poem in every voice except soprano, and each voice is rhythmically varied. All of the 

parts finally come to a resting point at the word “green” in beat two of measure 23. The 

following are the four verses of text found in this example, 

No sleeping animal 

Stirred in its lair. 

There was no bright blossom, 

No leaf or bud of green. 
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Musical Example 4.3, Elided Text Phrases, Walking in the Snow; mm. 19-24. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Howells is very clear about which phrases are elided, and which are not. Internal 

cadences and resting points are generally followed either by a rest in all voice parts, or by 

all voice parts moving on together after the cadence. For example, in measure 6, all 

voices have an eighth rest before beginning the next phrase (Example 4.1). Due to the 

number of overlapping text phrases, internal cadences are useful in demonstrating the 

ends of formal sections within the piece. 

Important words in Walking in the Snow are highlighted when the melodic line 

ascends and climaxes on that particular word before descending again. This part-song 

does not include as many melismas as do the other three in this study, and the ones that 

do occur could be considered text painting. One example is found in measure 57 at the 

soprano’s setting of the word “About” from the phrase “About your cheeks and eyes” 
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(Example 4.4). This short melisma is a melodic picture illustrating the word “about,” or 

“around.” The effect of the melisma is augmented by the high range of the sopranos, the 

key change to E minor, and the dynamic climax.  

 

 

Musical Example 4.4, Melisma, Walking in the Snow; mm. 56-58. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Harmony 

Walking in the Snow illustrates Howells’ technique of composing modal melodic 

counterpoint in a horizontal fashion. This part-song begins in E Phrygian (Example 4.1). 

The soprano melody, sung in thirds with the alto, begins on the sixth scale degree (C), 
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leaps up to E, and then descends an octave in measure five. Beginning in measure 2, the 

tenor is in canon with the soprano, in thirds with the bass, until measure 4, when the 

tenors and basses leave the canon to fulfill a harmonic function, leading to the E major 

cadence in measure 5. These two melodies create incidental complex harmonies, but the 

separate horizontal melodies are what can be heard. 

Measures 64-66 demonstrate Howells’ use of major- and minor-second sonorities 

in adjacent voices. In beat two of measure 64, the alto and tenor I voices contain D and E, 

and in beat three, the same voices sing C and D. Following this, the altos sing the minor-

second interval B and C in measure 65, culminating in a cluster of pitches, B-C-D-E, in 

all voices on beat one of measure 66. The sopranos and altos continue the progression of 

second intervals with D and E in beat three of measure 66. These dissonant intervals are 

characteristic of Howells. 
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Musical Example 4.5, Final Cadence, Walking in the Snow; mm. 63-68. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Measures 27-29 display Howells’ penchant for extended tertian sonorities 

(Example 4.6). The final A minor chord of measure 27 is followed by an extended chord 

of thirds with G-sharp as the root on beat one of measure 28, and then A minor-seven on 

the second half of beat one. Measure 29 includes a C augmented ninth chord. The 

extended sonorities help complicate the harmony and create dissonance. 
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Musical Example 4.6, Extended Tertian Sonorities, Walking in the Snow; mm. 27-29. 

 
 

 
WALKING IN THE SNOW 

By Herbert Howells and John Buxton 

Copyright © 1951 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Rhythm 

Howells masterfully arranges metrical accents in his music to affect speech-like 

declamation of the text. One way he accomplishes this is by utilizing shifting meters. 

Walking in the Snow begins and stays mostly in 3/4, shifting to another meter for only 

one measure at a time. Measures 1-5 demonstrate one of those shifts (Example 4.1). The 

piece opens in 3/4, shifts to 4/4 in the fourth measure, and back to 3/4 in measure five, 

accommodating a speech-like rhythm. Measures 39-43 contain a similar occurrence 
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(Example 4.2). While the example is in 3/4, measure 41 shifts to 2/4, on the text 

“Walking in the snow.”  

Another way metrical accents are accomplished is through the concurrence of 

syllables in otherwise displaced text. In measures 64-68 of Walking in the Snow, each 

voice sings a different rhythm on the words “Of your uncovered eyes,” yet Howells 

places stress on the syllable “cov” of “uncovered” through the simultaneous occurrence 

of the syllable in several voices (Example 4.5). In measure 4 the syllable “sha” of 

“shadows” is the first time all voice parts sing the same syllable together, which 

highlights the textual stress of this word (Example 4.1).  

Howells creates rhythmic complexity in Walking in the Snow by writing different 

rhythms in each voice part, which when sung together, create a complex rhythmic 

composite. In measure 22 the eighth-note triplet in the alto voice is sung against an 

eighth-note duple division in the soprano and tenor voices, each of which enters on a 

different word (Example 4.3). Adding to the complexity, each voice part has an 

individual point of climax in measures 22 and 23; the highest point of the soprano line 

occurs in the final triplet of measure 22, the alto peaks in the final eighth-note of measure 

22, the tenor line peaks on the first beat of measure 23, and the bass ascends to its highest 

note in beat two of measure 23.  

Walking in the Snow is a typical example of Howells’ late compositional style. 

The complexity of melody, harmony, and rhythm that he was exploring during this time 

period, which is common to his sacred choral music, is also evident in this part-song. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

THE SCRIBE 

 

The Scribe (1952) is drawn from a text by Walter de la Mare, friend and 

contemporary of Howells. The poem is divided into two stanzas; the first is eight verses 

long, and the second is eighteen verses long.58 Howells’ setting of The Scribe comprises 

fifty-five measures. Scored for SATB chorus, each voice part splits, although not often.  

The Scribe is set in song form, AABA, with a coda,59 and includes two recurring, 

texturally contrasting sections. Each of the A sections begins with a unison statement of 

the melody, followed by a four-part, mostly homophonic texture, and ends with a freely 

composed soprano line over a sustained chordal texture in the alto, tenor, and bass voices, 

which provide harmonic support. While containing the same texture as the first section, 

each of the successive A sections vary in rhythmic aspects. Section B includes melodic 

material from Section A, in the form of minor triads, and utilizes G-sharp minor, D 

major, and B minor. The Coda contains a soprano melody on A Lydian over a sustained 

A major minor-seven chord in the tenors and basses. The entire piece ends with a G-sharp 

minor chord. Figure 5.1 denotes the formal sections found in The Scribe. 

 

                                                 
58Walter De la Mare, “The Scribe.” Columbia Granger's World of Poetry Online (Columbia 

University Press, 2012), http://www.columbiagrangers.org (accessed August 7 2012). 
59 The sections will be referred to as A, A

1
, B, A

2
, and Coda. 
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Section Measure 

Number 

Tonal Center (s) Texture 

A 1 C-sharp minor Begins in unison, then is homophonic 

 5 E major  

melodic line 

Freely composed soprano melody over 

sustained chordal texture 

A
1 

10 C-sharp minor Begins imitatively, then is homophonic 
 

17 E major  

melodic line 

Freely composed soprano melody over 

sustained chordal texture 

B 25 

 

G-sharp minor,  

D major, B minor 

Quasi-development section involving melodic 

contour from Section A 

A
2 

39 C-sharp minor Begins in unison, then is homophonic 
 

45 E major melodic 

line 

Freely composed soprano melody over 

sustained chordal texture 

Coda 49 A Lydian 

Final chord:  

G-sharp minor 

SA melody line over TB sustained chordal 

texture 

 

Figure 5.1, Formal Sections, The Scribe. 

 

 

Melody 

The opening melody contains interplay between the key areas of C-sharp minor 

and E major (Example 5.1). The first three pitches outline a C-sharp minor triad, and the 

final pitch of the first musical phrase is the fifth scale degree, G-sharp. The second 

melodic phrase, beginning in measure 3, is in E major, ending similarly on B, the fifth 

scale degree. This sets up the second melodic idea, which will be discussed later. 
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Musical Example 5.1, First Melodic Idea, The Scribe; mm. 1-4. 

 
 

 
 “The Scribe” by Herbert Howells from ‘English Pastoral Partsongs’ 

© Oxford University Press 1994 

Reproduced by Permission of CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC, obo Oxford University Press 

All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

The opening melody (Example 5.1) returns three more times, and is identified by 

the motive of a minor ascending triad. The first return, at section A
1
 (measure 10), is 

found in a series of imitative entrances beginning with basses, followed by altos, and then 

sopranos. The second restatement is seen at section B (measure 25) in the form of a 

quasi-development section. The altos and basses enter in duet, outlining a G-sharp minor 

triad, after which sopranos have the melodic line in D major.60 The final restatement of 

this melody is heard at section A
2
 (measure 39), and begins with all parts in unison, 

similar to section A. 

                                                 
60 The soprano melodic motive in D major in section B is the only time the motive is stated in major. 
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The second melodic idea is a freely composed soprano line which occurs over a 

sustained chordal texture in the other three voices, is first heard in measure 5, the second 

half of section A (Example 5.2). Taken alone, the melody outlines E major. Each time it 

returns the exact melodic contour and pitches are utilized in the antecedent portion of the 

phrase, and each time Howells ends the section in a different key. This melody is 

repeated two more times, in sections A
1
 and A

2
 (measures 17 and 45). 
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Musical Example 5.2, Second Melodic Idea, The Scribe; mm. 5-8. 

 

 
 

 
 “The Scribe” by Herbert Howells from ‘English Pastoral Partsongs’ 

© Oxford University Press 1994 

Reproduced by Permission of CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC, obo Oxford University Press 

All Rights Reserved. 

 

Although Howells uses irregular phrase lengths throughout this part-song, his use 

of elided phrases is seen mainly in the second textural statement of each A section, where 

the texture aids the elisions. Measures 5-8 illustrate these elisions (Example 5.2). The 

sopranos sing four verses of text, during which time the other three voices sing a 

sustained chordal texture on text from verses one and two. The harmony is sustained 
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through each of the soprano verses, creating a continuous flow with no pauses. Measures 

7-8 illustrate elision in the other three voices as well, as the tenor moves to the verse 

“Thy hand hath made” one beat sooner than the altos and basses. 

Melismas are abundant in The Scribe, especially in the freely-composed soprano 

melody found first in measure 5, which contains melismatic passages of quick sixteenth 

notes on important syllables or words of the poetry. For example, the words “wayfaring 

ant” in measure 7 and “To write, To write of Earth’s wonders” in measures 17-18 receive 

special melismatic treatment (Examples 5.2 and 5.3 respectively). Some melismas are in 

service to text painting, and illustrate some aspect of the text, such as “wayfaring ant.” 

The melismas in the soprano line of measures 17-18 represent the only time Howells 

repeats text in The Scribe, and may indicate the importance of these words in his setting 

of this particular text. 
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Musical Example 5.3, Soprano Melisma, The Scribe; mm. 17-21. 

 
 

 
 “The Scribe” by Herbert Howells from ‘English Pastoral Partsongs’ 

© Oxford University Press 1994 

Reproduced by Permission of CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC, obo Oxford University Press 

All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

A clear example of melismatic writing in The Scribe, and also the dynamic climax 

of the piece, occurs in measures 31-34 (Example 5.4). The bass sings an angular melody 

of a ninth in range, on the word “Leviathan.” The bass’s rapid descent and ascent are 

Howells’ way of text painting the leviathan, a large sea monster referred to in the Bible.61 

This melisma spans three measures, and, as the bass voice rarely receives melodic 

material, this passage serves to highlight the text. 

                                                 
61 Job 41: 1-34. 
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Musical Example 5.4, Bass Melisma, The Scribe; mm. 31-34. 

 
 

 
 “The Scribe” by Herbert Howells from ‘English Pastoral Partsongs’ 

© Oxford University Press 1994 

Reproduced by Permission of CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC, obo Oxford University Press 

All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

Harmony 

Howells’ use of modes and altered modes is less apparent in The Scribe than in 

the other four part-songs. Instead he uses mostly minor key signatures, only spending 

four measures of the coda in A Lydian. The harmonic complexity of this piece in section 

A is found in the alternation between the related keys of C-sharp minor and E major 

(Example 5.1). The first two verses, “What lovely things Thy hand hath made,” are sung 

in unison in C-sharp minor. The melody of the second two verses, “The smooth-plumed 

bird In its emerald shade,” found in the soprano, is in E major, but is sung over a series of 
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minor chords in the other three voices, and ends in G-sharp minor on the word “shade.” 

Howells uses many extended harmonies throughout this piece, but usually cadences on 

either C-sharp minor or G-sharp minor. 

The final seven measures of the piece illustrate Howells’ use of an altered Lydian 

mode (Example 5.5). Beginning in measure 49, the sopranos sing an ascending A Lydian 

scale, and then split into three parts, move to an appoggiatura on B major, and then 

descend again to an A major chord. Accompanying this, the lower two voices (tenors and 

basses) sing an A major-minor seven chord in 4/3 inversion, and which contains a G-

natural, the altered seventh of an A Lydian scale. The altos further emphasize the G-

natural in measure 51.  
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Musical Example 5.5, Cadence, The Scribe; mm. 49-55. 

 
 

 
 “The Scribe” by Herbert Howells from ‘English Pastoral Partsongs’ 

© Oxford University Press 1994 

Reproduced by Permission of CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC, obo Oxford University Press 

All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

Occasionally Howells’ close harmonies incorporate simultaneous cross relations, 

such as in measure 53 (Example 5.5). The C-sharp in the bass voice clashes dramatically 

with the C-natural in the first alto. Howells is not subtle with the dissonance, and both 

voices leap up into the cross relation. Howells adds another layer of dissonance to this 

chord with a tenor appoggiatura beginning on D, and a soprano sustained E, creating a 

cluster chord (C, C-sharp, D, and E) that eventually resolves to the final G-sharp minor 

chord.  
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In measures 5-8, Howells demonstrates his use of extended tertian sonorities in a 

series of seventh chords in the alto, tenor, and bass voices (Example 5.2). Beginning in 

the final note of measure 5, these chords are E major-seven, A major-seven, G-sharp 

minor-seven, C-sharp minor-seven, D-sharp half-diminished-seven, and, finally, C-sharp 

minor in first inversion. Although most of the extended chords in The Scribe are seventh 

chords, Howells occasionally uses ninth and eleventh chords as well. 

 

 

Rhythm 

Throughout the part-song, Howells uses metrical accents that follow the flow of 

the text. As in the other part-songs, Howells changes the meter often, utilizing 4/4, 3/4, 

2/4, and 5/4, sometimes in quick succession, as seen in each musical example shown in 

this chapter. Only one factor controls the changing of meter; the text. Each section, 

although similar in melodic and rhythmic material, contains different metrical shifts 

according to the natural declamation of the text. 

Of the four part-songs, The Scribe contains the simplest rhythmic activity, due in 

part to repetition and similar rhythmic content. Howells’ first melody idea in measures 1-

5 begins in unison, and concludes in four parts, however remaining homorhythmic 

(Example 5.1). The more complex second melodic idea lends itself to more rhythmic 

complexity due to multiple texts being sung simultaneously (Example 5.2). 

Howells’ approach to different complex rhythmic subdivisions of the beat can be 

found in measures 31-34 at the bass melisma (Example 5.4), as well as each of the free 

melody sections (Example 5.2). The textures of both the bass melisma and the freely-
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composed soprano line over sustained chords result in different rhythmic layering of the 

beat. For example, in measure 8, each voice part has a different rhythm, and in measure 

32, three of the four voice parts have different rhythms. Howells complicates the rhythm 

in both of these examples by including sixteenth-note subdivisions of the beat in the 

soprano and bass voices, and sustained quarter notes in the others. 

In conclusion, The Scribe contains many of the same characteristics as Howells’ 

other music from this time period. The use of melismas, and shifting meters in service to 

the text, and extended tertian sonorities abound. This part-song is a typical example of 

Howells’ late compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

INHERITANCE 

 

The part-song Inheritance was Howells’ contribution to A Garland for the Queen, 

a collection of choral music compiled and published in 1953 for the coronation of Queen 

Elizabeth II.62 Other contributors to this collection were Ralph Vaughan Williams, Arthur 

Bliss, Gerald Finzi, Michael Tippett, Benjamin Britten and John Ireland.  

Walter de la Mare wrote the poem Inheritance, and, upon seeing Howells’ setting, 

commented, “it was waiting for YOU.”63  Spicer remarks that Howells “takes advantage 

of its secular setting to let down the barriers which his church music lightly erects around 

the arena of passion.”64  

Inheritance is scored for SSAATTBB, and at times the voice parts merge to 

SATB. The poem consists of eighteen verses, which are divided into three stanzas of six 

verses each. Three main sections of the piece correspond with the three poetry stanzas. 

Howells also adds a key change in the middle of Section B at the poetic highpoint, 

“Chaunting their deathless songs.” The sections are defined by key areas and double bar-

lines, and most conclude with one or more of the following: a fermata, a caesura, a full-

ensemble rest, or a tempo change.  

Section A opens with a melody in soprano I set as a duet with soprano II in thirds. 

The melody serves as a unifying point of the piece, recurring in various voice parts, and 

also in inversion. Section B opens with a forte, homophonic section that anticipates the 

mid-point of the piece on the text “Chaunting their deathless songs.” Section C is set 

                                                 
62 Spicer, 154. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Ibid. 
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apart by a unison statement of the text “Earth’s ardent life” on an angular melody. 

Howells quickly returns to his elided text-setting style, and finishes the part-song with a 

coda that includes the original melody, and is reminiscent of Section A. Figure 6.1 

includes the formal sections found in Inheritance. 

 

 

Section  Measure 

Number 

Tonal Center Texture 

A 1 B minor Elided text phrases 

B 36 B-flat major Elided text phrases 

B
1 

47 C-sharp minor Elided text phrases 

C 67 C-sharp minor Begins unison, remains mostly homophonic 

Coda 92 G Lydian Elided text phrases with similar melodic 

material to Section A 

 

Figure 6.1, Formal Sections, Inheritance. 

 

 

Melody 

Howells opens Inheritance with an easily recognizable melody, which is mostly 

stepwise but also contains an ascending leap of a perfect fifth, a descending leap of a 

major sixth, and ends with an ascending leap of a perfect fifth (Example 6.1). Howells 

rewrites this same melodic contour in all voice parts throughout the piece and each time 

the melody occurs, there is another voice singing in duet.  
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Musical Example 6.1, Opening Measures, Inheritance; mm. 1-5. 

 
 

 
INHERITANCE 

By Herbert Howells and Walter John De La Mare 

Copyright © 1953 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

One return of the opening melodic contour is found in the Alto I melody in 

measure 9 (Example 6.2). The alto melody has the same contour as the opening soprano 

melody, but leaps up a fourth instead of a fifth in measure 10. The modified melody 
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returns again later in the part-song, and each voice in turn (soprano, alto, tenor, and bass) 

sings it one quarter beat apart. As before, this melody does not contain the exact intervals 

of the opening melody, but is a variation of it. The melody is accompanied by the Alto II 

voice. The final section of the piece contains a restatement of the opening melody, sung 

by soprano I and alto I in duet (Example 6.4). 
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Musical Example 6.2, Alto Melody, Inheritance; mm. 9-15. 

 
 

 
INHERITANCE 

By Herbert Howells and Walter John De La Mare 

Copyright © 1953 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 
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Howells also writes the melody in inversion, and the tenors sing this twice in the 

part-song. One example is found in measure 4, which includes a melodic contour made 

up of stepwise notes followed by a descending leap of a fifth, and an ascending leap of a 

fourth (Example 6.1). This melody, surrounded by a G sharp-eleven chord in the other 

voices, is in E Phrygian, which Howells further alters by raising the sixth scale degree to 

C-sharp. 

Throughout the part-song Inheritance, Howells demonstrates his affinity for 

eliding text phrases, as illustrated in measures 1-5 (Example 6.1). Howells repeats the 

text “O lovely England” in each voice part, resulting in overlapping musical phrases that 

create one long seamless section.  

Two notable melismas occur in this piece. The first is on the word “lovely.” The 

melisma is repeated four times at the beginning of the piece, and is similar in contour and 

length each time (Example 6.1). The second notable melisma occurs over the word 

“chaunting,” from the text “Chaunting their deathless songs” (Example 6.3).65 During this 

phrase a key change, two tempo changes, and two dynamic highpoints occur, 

demonstrating the importance of this phrase of text. Measures 50-54 illustrate one of the 

melismatic treatments of “chaunting,” beginning in the bass voice, followed by altos and 

tenors, and finally by sopranos. Adding to the textual highlight is the high range of each 

melisma, which adds volume and intensity to the section. 

                                                 
65 The word chaunt is an archaic form of the word chant. 
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Musical Example 6.3, Melisma, Inheritance; mm. 50-55. 

 
 

 
INHERITANCE 

By Herbert Howells and Walter John De La Mare 

Copyright © 1953 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Harmony 

Inheritance is the most harmonically complex of the four part-songs, and includes 

the key areas of B minor, D major, B-flat major, C-sharp minor, and G major. Howells 

incorporates complexity in the form of layered harmonies, with a melody line in a key or 
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mode different from the chord which the other voice parts are sustaining. Often Lydian 

and Phrygian modes are used in this layering, as well as related major and minor keys.  

Howells opens Inheritance with a D major chord in the alto and tenor voices, and 

shortly thereafter, changes the tonality to B minor with the bass entrance on a B in 

measure two (Example 6.1). The result of the tenor movement to a C-sharp in measure 

two is a B minor-nine chord. Howells alternates between the two related keys, which is 

also evident in the soprano duet beginning on the pitches F-sharp and A.  

Following the alternation of D major and B minor, the sopranos sing a G-sharp in 

measure 2, which is a foreign pitch to the keys of both D major and B minor. The G-

sharp could either be considered a raised fourth in the key of D major, creating a Lydian 

melody, or a raised sixth in the key of B minor. Howells employs both of these alterations 

in other instances in which he has used quasi-modal scales.  

Two other melodic lines illustrate Howell’s practice of harmonic layering. In 

measure 4 the tenor’s inverted melody is in E Phrygian with a C-sharp, the raised sixth 

scale degree (Example 6.1). The tenor melody is sung while the soprano, alto, and bass 

voices sustain a G major-eleven chord. E Phrygian and the G major-eleven chord are 

unrelated, yet Howells sets them concurrently. Similarly the first and second altos’ 

melodic lines in measure 9 are in D Lydian, and are sung at the same time that a B minor-

eleven chord is sustained in the other voice parts (Example 6.2). 

The final section of the piece, beginning in measure 92, is similar in concept to 

the first section of the piece (Example 6.4). It opens with three voices sustaining a G 

major chord, which becomes an inverted G major chord with the entrance of the B in bass 

II. The soprano sings a melody in G Lydian over the top of a G minor-seven chord. While 
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these are two related key areas, the modal sound of the soprano melody still contrasts 

with the major/minor tonality of the sustained chord. 

 

 

Musical Example 6.4, Closing Harmonic Sequence, Inheritance; mm. 92-100. 

 
 

 
INHERITANCE 

By Herbert Howells and Walter John De La Mare 

Copyright © 1953 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

The second harmonic characteristic is Howells’ setting of major and minor 

seconds in his harmonic writing. In measure 4, the duetting soprano lines leap up to a 

major second interval of a B against a C-sharp (Example 6.1). Prior to this, the entire duet 

was sung at an interval of a third. The C-sharp in soprano I is an eleventh above the root 

of the G major chord sustained by the other voices, and the non-chord tone makes the 
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note even more dissonant. This use of seconds prevails in Howells’ music from this 

compositional period. 

Howells again sets a major second dissonance at the end of a duetting section in 

measure 95 (Example 6.4). In measure 95 the soprano II and alto II pitches are unison on 

an F-natural. In the final note of measure 95 the alto I voice comes to rest on a G, 

creating a dissonance of a second. 

Howells often uses extended tertian sonorities, and many are found in the part-

song Inheritance. As mentioned previously when speaking of measures 2, 4, and 9, 

Howells sets B minor-nine, G major-eleven, and B minor-eleven chords respectively 

(examples 6.4 and 6.1). In many other instances, non-chord tones are also present, due to 

his layering of harmonic sonorities, and composing melodic lines in various modes. 

 

 

Rhythm 

Howells changes meters often, creating a freedom of rhythm that allows the text 

to be understood. Throughout Inheritance, he utilizes the time signatures of 3/4, 5/8, 2/4, 

7/8, 3/8 and 4/4, although the majority of the piece is in 3/4, and when a meter change 

occurs, the meter usually returns quickly to 3/4. Three measures illustrate the tendency to 

shift away from 3/4 for only one measure: Measure 3 (Example 6.1), measure 10 

(Example 6.2), and measure 96 (Example 6.4).  

Howells had the ability to create textural complexity while still allowing the text 

to be understood. Measures 50-55 illustrate this concept (Example 6.3). The voice parts 

enter in three separate entrances on the text “chaunting their deathless songs,” and parts 
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of the phrase are repeated by various voices. In totality, this phrase is texturally complex, 

because all voices repeat text with different rhythmic settings. Two words cut through the 

texture, however; “chaunting” and “deathless.” Howells sets the word “chaunting,” with 

melismatic lines, which highlight it in the texture. The second word, “deathless,” is 

clarified because all voices sing it at the same time in measure 53. A characteristic text-

setting strategy of Howells is to interrupt moments of rhythmic chaos with a moment of 

textual unity, allowing an important word to be heard above the others. 

Measures 9-15 exhibit rhythmic complexity in the texture (Example 6.2). Each 

part, when performed alone, is not difficult but when performed together, there is 

constant motion. For example, in these six and a half measures, there is resultant 

rhythmic movement on every eighth note except one (measure 13, beat two); in addition, 

there are eighth-note triplets and double dots in measures 11 and 12. This constant 

rhythmic activity creates a wash of sound characteristic of Howells’ music. 

Inheritance is a typical example of Howells’ late compositional style because of 

its characteristic melody, harmony, and rhythm. Howells uses modal melodies, sets the 

melody in inversion, elides most of the phrases of the piece, and includes many 

melismas. In addition, his harmonic writing is complex, almost to the point of bitonality. 

His rhythmic writing is complex, and his textural and rhythmic complexity is even 

greater because of the increased number of voice parts. This part-song typifies Howells’ 

late compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

THE SUMMER IS COMING 

 

The final part-song in this study, The Summer is Coming (1964), dedicated to 

Howells’ long time friend Arnold Bax, is a setting of Bryan Guinness’s poem of the same 

name.66 Guinness (1905-1992) was a lawyer, poet and novelist. Christopher Palmer 

writes the following statement about The Summer is Coming,  

It haunts like the cry of the curlew over a lone and desolate moor; for the 

composer seems not to be exulting in the promise of summer, rather 

intensifying the poet’s lament in the second stanza “Sad, sad is the sky, 

sad for the wild geese gone.” It is the sorrow of parting once again, but a 

sorrow caught up in a wild surge of pantheistic abandon unusual in this 

composer and which in its polychrome harmonic texture may reflect 

something of the musical spirit of the dedicatee.67 

 

The Summer is Coming is scored for SATB chorus, with divisi in each voice part. 

A unique element of this part-song is found in the nearly identical passages that bookend 

the piece, written in a non-metered style, sung by a soprano semichorus. The remainder 

of the piece is through-composed, with no unifying motivic material aside from the 

intervals of major and minor thirds.   

The introduction begins with the soprano semichorus on a non-metered chant-like 

melody on the first stanza of text. Altos join the soprano semichorus in measure 16, and 

repeat the first stanza of text while the soprano semichorus repeats the final two verses of 

the first stanza. The full chorus enters at measure 30. There are three internal sections that 

Howells defines with fermatas, a caesura, and tempo changes. The part-song ends with 

the soprano semichorus singing the first stanza of text again in non-metered fashion, 

                                                 
66 Herbert Howells, Choral Music By Herbert Howells, Ralph Allwood, dir. The Rodolfus Choir, 

Signum Classics SIGCD190, 2010, CD, 11. 
67 Palmer, Herbert Howells, 77. 
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which creates symmetry. Figure 7.1 illustrates the formal sections found in The Summer 

is Coming. 

 

 

Section Measure 

Number 

Tonal Center Texture 

A 1 F-sharp minor Soprano semi-chorus, non-metered, chant-like 

melody. Altos join in measure 16 

B 30 F-sharp minor Elided text phrases 

C 47 F-sharp minor Elided text phrases 

D 68 F major Elided text phrases 

A
1 

107 F-sharp minor Soprano semi-chorus, non-metered, chant-like 

melody. 

 

Figure 7.1, Formal Sections, The Summer is Coming. 

 

 

Melody 

Of the four part-songs in this study, the opening of The Summer is Coming 

exhibits the clearest example of chant-like melody (Example 7.1). A soprano semichorus 

begins The Summer is Coming with a free melody, unbound by metric constraints. 

Howells’ use of chromaticism, absence of barlines, and slow ascent to the highest pitch 

all demonstrate a typical Howells melody. 
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Musical Example 7.1, Chant-like Melody, The Summer is Coming; mm. 1-17. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

The Summer is Coming contains recurring intervals though not a particular 

unifying melodic line. In the opening two measures Howells alternates between major 

and minor third scale degrees (F-sharp to A and F-sharp to A-sharp). In measure 7 the 

words “cuckoo In County” are set with an A major triad, which is quickly obscured by a 

C-natural in measure eight. The interval of a third is the primary building block of this 
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melody, and the major and minor versions of it are seen throughout the rest of the piece, 

causing the piece to alternate between major and minor tonalities. In the final phrase of 

the piece Howells confirms his intended ambiguity by including both A-natural and A-

sharp in the final phrase (Example 7.2). 

 

 

Musical Example 7.2, Final Phrase, The Summer is Coming; mm. 118-123. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Howells’ use of elided phrases is pervasive in The Summer is Coming. In 

measures 30-33, the bass sings a melodic phrase on the words “Dark is the turf” that 

continues a full measure after the other three parts have continued on to the next phrase 

(Example 7.3). Howells typically sets one voice apart from the others, or sets the text 

with a different rhythm in each voice, creating elided phrases and irregular text phrase 

lengths. Voice parts rarely cadence together until the end of a large formal section.  
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Musical Example 7.3, Elided Text Phrases, The Summer is Coming; mm. 30-33. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Another melodic element seen The Summer Is Coming is the use of melismas for 

important syllables. In the opening measures, the important syllables in the words “over,” 

“bursting,” and “flits” are set with melismas, and the word “high” contains the highest 

pitch of the opening melody (Example 7.1). There is a sense of text painting, though it is 

not pervasive; Howells tends to set important syllables of the text with melismas, 

bringing them to the forefront. 

Another example of a melisma is seen in the bass line in measures 30-33 

(Example 7.3). The basses sing a melismatic passage for both statements of the word 

“dark,” and every voice part sings a melisma on the word “grey.” 
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Harmony 

The opening passage of The Summer is Coming is written in F-sharp minor, as 

evidenced by the opening two pitches of the piece (F-sharp and A); however Howells 

obfuscates the key by altering nearly every pitch in the soprano melody at least once 

(Example 7.1). He retains a sense of F-sharp tonic through the use of major and minor 

thirds outlining F-sharp major and F-sharp minor, but the prevalent use of B-sharp, the 

raised 4
th

 scale degree, and D-natural, the lowered 6
th

 scale degree, indicate the Lydian 

mode and harmonic minor respectively. 

Howells also demonstrates layering of scales and key areas, creating clashing 

dissonant pitches between the melody and sustaining voices. Measures 54-57 exemplify 

this (Example 7.4). The tenor and bass voices sustain a G-sharp minor chord on the 

downbeat of measure 55, while the sopranos and altos have a G minor chord (including 

the eighth-note triplet in the alto part). Similarly to the opening soprano melody, nearly 

every pitch in the alto melisma is present in a natural and altered form, which obfuscates 

the tonality.  
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Musical Example 7.4, Dissonance, The Summer is Coming; mm. 54-57. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Howells uses harmonies of major and minor seconds, which are seen in measures 

73-74 (Example 7.5). The downbeat of measure 73 is a cluster chord, formed by tenors 

and basses singing G-natural, A-natural, and B-flat. Concurrently, the altos sing the 

minor-second intervals of C-sharp and E-flat, which creates a tight cluster harmony 

between all voices.  
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Musical Example 7.5, Dissonance, The Summer is Coming; mm. 72-79. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 
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The Summer is Coming also contains several instances of simultaneous cross-

relations. In measure 44 the tenor sings an A-sharp on the word “gone” while the alto’s 

penultimate note is an A-natural, resulting in a cross relation between the two moving 

parts (Example 7.6). Measure 34 also illustrates a cross relation. The second alto resolves 

to F-sharp on beat two, just as the tenor skips up to F-natural, before resolving down to 

an E (Example 7.7). Voice parts often leap into dissonances, creating a jarring impact.  

 

 

Musical Example 7.6, Cross Relation, The Summer is Coming; mm. 42-46. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 
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Musical Example 7.7, Chant-like Melody, The Summer is Coming; mm. 34-37. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

Another technique Howells employed was extended tertian sonorities. The 

complex harmonies of measures 72-79 can be illustrated through a series of extended 

chords (Example 7.5). The phrase begins with a simple A minor chord in measure 72, and 

the downbeats of each successive measure are: E-flat sharp-eleven, F sharp-eleven 

thirteen, a quartal chord beginning on C-sharp (including the notes C-sharp, F, B, E, and 

A), A nine (sustained through measure 77), B-eleven, and ending on the downbeat of 

measure 79 with a D-nine chord. 
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Rhythm 

Howells masterfully manipulates rhythm in his setting of The Summer is Coming. 

As illustrated in the opening soprano melody, he demonstrates rhythmic freedom through 

the use of quasi-barlines, the absence of a time signature, and the alternation of 

melismatic and syllabic text setting (Example 7.1). Even in metered music, Howells 

maintains rhythmically free melodies by shifting meters and highlighting inherent 

metrical accents in the text. 

Ironically, the most spectacular example of Howells use of meter to accentuate 

textual declamation is his use of non-metered composition in the opening and closing 

portions of The Summer is Coming (Examples 7.1 and 7.2). The absence of metric 

constraints allows Howells the ultimate freedom in his rhythmic activity to deliver the 

text.  

Howells alternates between 3/4, 4/4, and 2/4 in this part-song. These shifts occur 

throughout the piece without regularity or symmetry, but rather to accommodate the 

textual stress. Howells shifts the meter a total of twenty-five times throughout the part-

song, but spends the majority of the piece in 3/4, and returns to 3/4 after only one 

measure of a different meter. 

One component of increased complexity in Howells’ music is layered rhythmic 

subdivisions, which often occur in The Summer is Coming when one voice has a melodic 

idea that is displaced from the other voices. Measures 50-52 show displaced text in the 

tenor voice, which leads to rhythmic complexity (Example 7.8). Howells also increases 

the complexity by setting eighth-note triplets in the soprano melody against duple beat 

divisions in the other three voices.  
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Musical Example 7.8, Rhythmic Subdivisions, The Summer is Coming; mm. 50-52. 

 
 

 
THE SUMMER IS COMING 

By Herbert Howells and Bryan Guiness 

Copyright © 1965 (Renewed) by Novello & Company, Ltd. 

International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. 

Used by Permission. 

 

 

The Summer is Coming is the last part-song that Howells wrote. In it is the 

culmination of the techniques and styles found in the works of his late compositional 

style, and it is obvious that he is pushing those techniques further than ever before. This 

is the first time Howells set an entire portion of music without barlines, although the 

freedom of his melodic lines up to this time was pointing in this direction. This part-song 

also represents the first time in the four part-songs that an interval serves as the unifying 

factor of the piece, rather than a full melody serving that function. 
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Other characteristic compositional traits are evident in this part-song: elided 

phrase endings, extended tertian sonorities, and metrical accents that follow the flow of 

text, among others. This piece marks the culmination of Howells’ development, and is an 

iconic example of his late compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 8. 

CONCLUSION 

 

As Howells matured into his final compositional period (1945-1983) his style 

coalesced. Modal inflections were more prevalent, dissonance was harsher with fewer 

releases of tension, and rhythmic language was increasingly more complex. The four 

part-songs, Walking in the Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), and The 

Summer is Coming (1964), represent Howells’ compositional approach in his secular 

output from this time period, and, through study of the sacred motet Take Him, Earth, for 

Cherishing (1964), it is evident that the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic complexities 

found in his sacred works pervade the secular works as well. 

In the four final part-songs and in the sacred motet, similar qualities are evident. 

Howells’ melodies are often modal, or contain modal inflections, which contribute to a 

chant-like quality in his work. Elided phrase endings are abundant, creating forward 

motion in his music. Ever a servant of the poetry, Howells emphasizes important words 

or syllables with melismas, changing meters, and with metrical accents that allow the text 

to be understood. 

Complexity in Howells’ music is demonstrated through his use of modal 

harmonies, non-chord tones, and complex layering of rhythms. Some of the complexity is 

due to Howells’ technique of composing horizontal melodic lines in all voice parts. At 

other points in the music, there is purposeful complexity and dissonance in the form of 

simultaneous cross relations and cluster chords.  

To Howells, the written word was of utmost importance, and he chose his poetic 

texts carefully. Each composition was meticulously crafted so that all musical elements 
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clarified and illuminated the text. Wilson writes the following about his text-setting, 

“[Howells] is careful to set texts in a manner that is consistent with both the natural 

rhythms of individual words as well as the natural flow of larger verbal phrases.”68 The 

part-songs demonstrate the same level of care in text setting as his sacred works.  

These four final part-songs, when compared to Howells’ sacred music from this 

time period, are similarly characteristic of his late compositional style. The melodic 

construction, harmonic language, and rhythmic complexities evinced in his four late, 

secular part-songs, Walking in the Snow (1950), The Scribe (1952), Inheritance (1953), 

and The Summer is Coming (1964), are consistent with the stylistic traits found in his 

sacred choral works from this time period.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
68 Wilson, 129. 
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APPENDIX A 

HOWELLS’ PART-SONGS CLASSIFIED BY VOICING69 

       

UNISON 

Name Year Accompaniment 

The Wonderful Derby Ram 1922 Piano 

All In This Pleasant Evening 1923 Piano 

Spanish Lullaby 1923 Piano 

Mother Mother 1924 Piano 

The Days Are Clear 1925 Piano 

Eight O’Clock the Postman’s Knock 1925 Piano 

Mother Shake the Cherry Tree 1925 Piano 

Tune Thy Music 1927 Piano 

Good Counsel 1928 Piano 

Delicates So Dainty 1931 Piano 

Sweet Content 1931 Piano 

Bunches of Grapes 1933 Piano 

A Song of Welcome 1935 Piano 

Four Horses 1954 Piano 

I Mun be Married a Sunday* 1957 Piano 

New Brooms* 1957 Piano 

A Christmas Carol 1958 Piano 

*Unpublished 

 

THREE VOICES 

Name Year Voicing Accompaniment 

The History of an Afternoon  

     (Round for 3 voices) 

1939 Not 

specified 

Unaccompanied 

 

 

FEMALE 

Name Year Voicing Accompaniment 

To the Owl 

1. When Cats Run Home 

2. Thy Tu-Whits are Lulled 

1909 SS Unaccompanied 

The Tinker’s Song  1914 SS Piano 

                                                 
69 Paul Andrews, “Howells, Herbert.” Grove Music Online, Oxford University Press, 2007-2012. 

Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration. London: Thames Publishing, 

1992. 
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FEMALE – CONTINUED 

Name Year Voicing Accompaniment 

Five Partsongs op. 11 

1. The Shepherd 

2. The Pilgrim 

3. A Croon 

4. A Sad Story 

5. Come All Ye Pretty Fair Maids 

1915-17 SA Unaccompanied 

The Skylark  1916 SS Piano 

Three Songs, op. 24 

1. Under the Greenwood Tree 

2. A North Country Song 

3. A True Story 

1917 SS 

 

Unaccompanied 

An Old Man’s Lullaby 1917 SS Piano 

A Golden Lullaby 1920 SS Piano 

The Duel 1922 SS Piano 

Bells 1924 SS Piano 

First in the Garden 1924 SS Piano 

Holly Song 1924 SS Piano 

Irish Wren Song 1924 SS Piano 

Robin Hood’s Song 1924 SS Piano 

Sing Ivy 1924 SS Piano 

Singe Lully By, Lully 1924 SS Piano 

Swedish May Song 1924 SS Piano 

The Saylor’s Song 1927 SS Piano 

To Music Bent 1933 SS Piano 

Sea Urchins  1935 SS Piano 

Piping Down the Valleys Wild 1938 SS Piano 

A New Year Carol 1939 SS Piano 

Shadow March 1939 SS Piano 

The Key of the Kingdom 1948 SS Piano 

Pink Almond 1958 SS Piano 

 

 

 

MALE 

Name Year Voicing Accompaniment 

Five Partsongs, op. 5 

1. Love’s Secret 

2. Is the Moon Tired? 

3. Weep You No More 

4. The Winds Whistle Cold 

5. A Dirge 

1914 TTBB Unaccompanied 
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MIXED 

Name Year Voicing Accompaniment 

In Youth is Pleasure 1915 SSATB Unaccompanied 

Before Me, Careless, Lying * 1918 SSATB Unaccompanied 

Creep Afore Ye Gang 1923 SATB Unaccompanied 

The Shadows 1923 SATB Unaccompanied 

Walking in the Snow 1950 SATB Unaccompanied 

The Scribe 1952 SATB Unaccompanied 

Inheritance  1953 SSAATTBB Unaccompanied 

The Summer is Coming 1964 SATB Unaccompanied 

*Unpublished 
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APPENDIX B 

PERMISSION TO PRINT MUSIC 

 

 

REPRINT AUTHORIZATION LETTER 

 

 

July 23, 2012 

 

 

Heather Zosel   
PO Box 948 
Oroville, WA 98844 
Phone:  509-560-0552   
Email:  heather@nvinet.com 
   
 
Re: Take Him, Earth, For Cherishing (GCMR02869) – Dissertation   
 

Dear Heather, 

 

With respect to your request, this letter will serve as our authorization to you to reprint music from the 

above referenced Composition(s) into your dissertation. This item is not be sold or made available to the 

general public without further permission.  This permission is granted to you at no charge. 

 

Any copies made must include the following copyright notices: 

 

 

TAKE HIM, EARTH, FOR CHERISHING 

By HERBERT HOWELLS 

© 1964 (Renewed 1992) THE H.W. GRAY COMPANY 

All Rights Assigned to and Controlled by ALFRED MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.                      

       All Rights Reserved 

 

 

In the event your project is canceled, please write VOID and return this letter to us.  

 

If we might be of service in the future, please let us know. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

ALFRED PUBLISHING CO., INC. 

 

Troy Schreck 

Business & Legal Affairs 

Contract & Licensing Administrator 

(818) 891-4875 Fax 

permissions@alfred.com  

mailto:heather@nvinet.com
mailto:permissions@alfred.com
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